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IMPACT OF THE !jTFtATEGICDEFENSE INITIATIVE ON

RESEARCH AT L(!SALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY*

John C. Browne

Associate Director for Defense Research and Applications

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The theme of my talk today will be to discuss how the Strategic Defense

Initiatlvt has impac-ed basic and applied research at Los Alamtis National

Laboratory. To put this talk in proper context, you must realize that SDI

programs count for less than 25% of the activities at our Laboratory, Our

primary mission is to utilize our strength in sc~ence, engineering, and

technology to address prcblems of national security. We have a statutory

responsibility to design, develoD, and maintain the ouclear warheads that

make up our nation’s nuclear deterrent foi-ce. In addition, we also have

many other non-nuclear programs which addrese important defense issues, SUC!I

as Strategic Defen*e Initiative, but also in the areas of conventional

munitions, armor/anti-armor programs, a,ldother specialized applications of

our research and technology. We also address prohlem~ of importance to

national security in other arenas, such as! ener~y research and purely

fundamental research in various n~’lentif{c dinctpltneti, In conducting these

programn we utilize renearch efforts which ar~ part of our technology ban~

in phvsic~, chemiRtrv, mathematics findcomputational science, enRineerinR,

mnterlnls science, gennciences, and life nclencen,

ilrfnre I dincun~ how Ihc Strategic Defense Infttat{ve han impacted the

nenrch of theme dfncipltnary arean, {I in {mpo?tant to point otltthat we

*Work performed under the aunpicen of t}leU.S. Department of I?nergv.
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were involved in all the directed energy technologies prior to the

President’s speech in March of 1983, which outlined his vision for the

Strategic Defense Initiative. The reason for our involvement was that rnanv

of our scientists and our management recognized the importance of the

ability to direct energv to defensive strategy for our country. In the

remainder of this presentation I will discuss the specif

non-nuclear SDI programs, with emphasis on defining what

areas exist for the successful development of the variou:

c activities in our

important research

technologies. I

will then attempt to identifv how this research will impact both the SDI as

well as other non-SDI areas, including the potential impact on basic

research opportunities and technological applications.

The first major SDI program at Los Alamos that I would like to discuss

is that of the Neutral Particle Beam, The goal of this program it?to

develop the technology to emplace an accelerator in space capable of

providing intense beams of high-energy protons which can be used for either

of two missions. These include the discrimination between reentry vehicles

and decoys, and the actual destruction of incoming RVS or busses.

Accelerator technology has been with us for many decades, The particular

tvpe of accelerator envisioned for this mi~sion iR a line~r proton

accelerator for which Los Alamon has developed si}:nif{cant capabilities

emanntlntz from LAMPF fl.onAlamns Meson Phvsics Faciltty) which is the

world’s highrst lntensitv, hlRh ener~v renearch fac{lttv.

The chailenR(’ for III? {n thin proRr~m IR to show that one can develop

the chnractertst{cn of the accclerfltor which will allow UK ●O adrtrrtlsthe
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structure, which is a series of linear accelerating cavities that bring the

proton beam up to its proper energy. The accelerating region is followed bV

a device to strip the lightly bound electron on the negative hycirogcn beam

so that one has remaining a neutral atom which can propagate in space

without being deflected by the earth’s magnetic field. To reach the

parameters necessarv to make such an accelerator system applicable to SDI,

requires advances in each of these portions of the overall system. First,

<on sources have been around for many years, but they have been known to be

temperamental devices, and in fact, the development of such sources has many

times been referred to as “sorcery.” What will be required and what we are

attempting to do is to develop ion sources which are more predictable,

easier to start up, and easier to operate without human intervention. In

addition, we are doing research to improve the quality of the beam that

em6nates from the :

to our scientists,

The next step

on source. All of these present considerable challenges

but new i ,eas are emerging rapidly.

of the s!;stem involves the first accelerating stage which

prior to five or six years ago required an immense structure for proton
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eventually reach high enough levels so that the overall length of the

accelerator can be reduced significantly. In addition, it will be extremely

important for the quality of the emittance of the beaflwhich results in the

linear accelerator to be of high qualitv so that the subsequent propagation

of the neutral proton beam will have low divergence.

One major technological development that will be important for the

space application is that of the RF power used to feed the lit?ear

accelerator cavities. To date the requirement on the RF power has been such

that it would account for as much as 65% of the overall space platform

weight for a neutral particle beam system. The weight per watt ~f RF power

that existed eighteen (18) months ago was on the order of 1.2 g/W. Today,

through developments by our industrial partners, that figure has been

lowered to 0.5 K/W with the overall goal of our program being less than 0.1

R/w. The point of this is that in a rather short period of time the system

constraints of the SD: program has driven industrial talents to develop

lightweight RF power in a fashion that previously was not thought easily

achievable.

Another major challenge for our scientists occurs at the point of the

neutralizer at the place at which the extra electron must be stripped from

the negatfve hydrogen beam. TodAy this occur$] with a lower efficiency than

one ~muld like and with lesg selectivity than is desired, This can result

in positive hydrogen ions, the normal proton, heading off into ~Fa~r and

bring captured on the magnetic field lines, rrflccting brick(~nd forth on

these mngn[’t{c’field lines, thereby providing :1rndint ion bnckRrount! to mnnv

of ollrdct~ctor~ nni Ratell[tes that ig not dc~irnl~le. Howover, {t mny ho

poss{blo, thro~l~h sci(’ntifir rrflenrch, to dcvrlop n more sclrctive srhcmv to

dctnrll thiR extra electron so thflt (I h{ghcr (,ffirlcnvv ,’flnro~ulf , In
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addition, it is important that we can determine where this particle beam is

going. We must be able to aim the beam and to correct that aiming

procedure, as well as minimize the overall emittance of this beam as it

comes out of the neutralizing region. All of these represent R&D challenges

for our scientists. Some of our best young people have risen to this

challenge with some outstanding new research ideas that will be pursued at a

new facility at LP-MPFcalled HIRAB (High Resolution Atomic Beam).

The next part of the neutral p~rticle beam system requires us begin

able to determine whether or not we have hit an object, and if so, whether

that object is a real target or a decoy. This represents a major challenge

for the SDI, regardless of the defensive weapon system involved. The

advantage of the neutral particle beam

extremely penetrating, thereby making

shielding that would reduce itq effect

is that a high-energy proton is

t difficult for your adversary to add

veness. The penalty that the

adversary would have to pay is one of weight; thereby making it extremely

Unattractive as an option. When an intense proton beam of high energy

interacts with material that might be part of a reentry vehicle, copious

amounts of gamma rays and neutrons tiregener8ted which can be detected by

sensors located far from the reentry vehicle itself. ThrouRh calculations

and measurement we have determined that the signal generated will be above

any background that could be created hy our adversary, This makeR the

s{~nal a verv distinct one for an RV versus a decoy which would genernte

very little Rignal. This requirement hn~ pushed some of our best nucl~n:

i}rld slIncc scientists to {investigatenew types of sensors, or detectors,

that will hnvr s{gnif{can~ npplicat{ons in othpr arenas in space rcscnrrh.

As n m~ltrer of fnct, one {den will he (Itfllzcrlin the Mnrs observer mlsslorl.
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1 recognize that accelerators with the characteristics I have described

are challenging to build even if they would be used here on the ground. The

additional requirement of their operating in space, of course, adds to the

challenges. In addition, I certainly know that accelerators are difficult

co operate and maintain without a large crew of technicians and highly

sophisticate{. scientists and engineera. The challenge to automate such

operations and to make such an accelerating system highly reliable is very

significant, but we are embarked on the research that will tell us how such

a system can be achieved, and for what cost.

Now what important research areas do I feel have a long-tern impacc on

science and tectinology as

Particle Beam program? F

dimensional accelerator d~

a result of this SDI program and the Neutral

rst, I think that the development of three-

sign codes which can more accurately predict the

interaction :?fa high-intensity beam of particles with the accelerating

structures will be of long-lasting importance. In particular, the inclusion

of plasma effects, such as space charge, will require innovative solutlons

to problems that have long plagued accelerator designers. The develo~jment

of new accelerating structures themselves which have higher gradient fields

will require many new developments both in conceptual arenas, such f,snew

accelerating methods, and in the development of new materials which can

withstand high fields without breakdown. one long-range area wil’

be that of the supe--conductirig accelerator cavitv. Supcrconduct

cavit {es today can produce high field Rradients, but with the add

probably

ng

t 1011,TI

requirement of high b~am power this technology is not capnble c,fproviding

the characteristics that one would clcslr[~, However, 1 }jel{cvl~that

Rupercondllctivfly will {mpact Sf)lGiRnificantlv in the flllur~.
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Another important area will be that of magnetic materials and the

development of magnetic optics themselves. Clearly this is important for

the NPB because the beam that emanates from .smagnetic structure must

retain the high-quality characteristics that one needs for the final

application. In addition, a requirement of siting such magnets in space

is driving us to research on new solutions which will impact utilization of

magnets here on earth where they are today not practf.cal.

I would now like to turn to the application of this technology to other

research arecs. That is, the question “Will any of these developments, if

they occur, have any impact on other fields of importance to this cuuntry?”

High-current particle accelerators can play a very significant role in the

generation of intense sources of neutrons with a variety of applications.

One application whose promise has not been achieved to date, because it is

only beginning to unfold, is that of the use of an intense proton beam as a

spallation neutron source for research into material science, chemistry,

biology, and condensed matter physics, via neutron scattering. The most

common way to accomplish this research today is through a nuclear research

reactor. The world’s most intense research reactor exists at the Institute

Loue Langevin in Grenoble, France, and this facility has had a significant

impact on the world’s research community in the above fields. It appears

possible to build higher flux reactors for research purposes; for example,

one is being discussed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory which could achieve

a factor of five (5) higher intensity than the !.LNL, at a cost of between

$300M to $400M. However, it may be difficult to push the research re.sctor

much further than is envisioned hy Oak Ridge, primarily because they are

approaching the power dens{ty limits for a giver]neutron flux. The main

difference between a reactor and a proton spallation source is that for each
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nuclear fission event that occurs in a

half neutrons are generated for potent:

reactor, approximately two and one-

al use; while in a spallation source

each proton can generate many more neutrons with much less waste heat

generated in the process. For example, an 800 MeV proton beam can generate

approximately twenty (20) neutrons for each proton incident on a heavy metal

target . The long-range implications of this are that proton spallation

sources could replace research reactors for the applications I mentioned

above if they can achieve certain characteristics. One being high

intensity, the second being much higher reliability. Both of these are

goals of the SDI. The German government pursued such a concept for their

country a few years ago in a project called the SNQ project. This project

was cancelled, however, because the technology in hanci to achieve the

parameters desired for this neutron source were too expensive. However,

the developments required for the SDI could result in a technology which

would make the proton spallation source the research neutron source of the

21st century.

High-intensity, high-energy proton beams are also utilized to produce

special isotopes which have many medical applications. These are routinely

produced at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) today: however,

for commercial applications of the medical radioisGtopeE it would be much

more attractive to have a dedicated high-intensity accelerator with high

reliability which industry could operate themselves, therehy producing more

isotopes and in a more timely fashion than could be accomplished today.

‘rhiscould he a potential growth area for the future in the medical

industry.

Another potential medical application is where accelerators have hccn

used to Renerate copious amounts of both neutrons and plons for r:~diation
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therapy. Pion therapy was investigated at LAMPF in the period from about

1975 until 1983 and is continuing in Europe today. The results of pion

therapy were not totally conclusive, although there are some attractive

features potentially for pion therapy involving the very intense deposition

of radiation in a specific area. If one were able to reduce the size, cost,

and complexity of high-energy intense proton accelerators, I believe this

application would be reopened in the U.S. In addition, as I mentioned,

neutrons can be produced in copious amounts by such accelerators. They have

the additional characteristic that the high-energy neutrons that are

generated in a very forward peak distribution which could be effectively

utilized for neutron therapy. Although it isn’t clear that this is a cost-

effective way for pursuing such therapy, my belief is that significant

accelerator developments would reopen the issue of their application.

The other major non-nuclear SDI program at Los Alamos, is the Free

Electron Laser (FEL). Our program here, again, is based on an RF linear

accelerator where the electron beam is accelerated to any particular energy

and then passed through an alternating magnetic field structt’re called a

“wiggler)” which forces the electrons to oscillate in their path as they are

affected by the magnetic field, and thereby emitting radiation as their path

is curved. Our system is an oscillator system in which the emitted

radiation from the electrons is returned via an optical system to the

wiggler section in phase so that it stimulates coherent emission from a

succeeding bunch of electrons. This causes the radiation to build in

intensity and become more focused on each pass through the oscillator. The

gain builds as the light passes through on each succeeding path. The

wavelength of the light that results from th{s system is a function both of

the magnetic field period and of the electron energy. Thus , the free
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electron laser can produce a source of coherent light that is tunable to a

desired frequency and with significant amounts of power in the laser beam.

The SDI application of an RF-based free electron laser can be both in a

space-based system or a ground-based system. In the ground-based system the

light must be propagated through the atmosphere to a set of mirrors which

can relay the beam to any particular target with the most attractive and

vulnerable target being an adversarial missile in its boost stages. The

other scenario would be to locate a free electron laser in space as a weapon

either to accomplish the same mission mentioned above, or to act as a

defender of the space assets that we might have in orbit,

Many of the issues ~~rroun~ing an RF free electron laser are similar to

those of the Neutral Particle Beam in the accelerator technology arena. For

example, ion sources are again a major consideration in providing both the

intensity and the quality of beam necessary for optimal free electron laser

performance. We have under development at Los Alamos an electron ion source

based on photo-electron production by laser pulses on a cathode. The main

value of such a qystem is to provide both intense sources of electrons, but

also high quality beams for injection into the linear accelerating sections.

Similar characteristics of the accelerating stages for protons apply to the

electron situation; that is, one requires the ability to generate high field

gradients in terms of MV per meter, so that the overall length of an

accelerator could be reduced. In addition, the weight of the RF power

supply is an identical issue. As the electron beam leaves the accelerator

and enters the wiggler section, there are many very important scientific

issues that arise. One is the question of the magnetic system itself.

There are several ways to generate the required magnetic field structures.
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Today the most attractive is the use of permanent magnets which can be

locked in place, thereby creating the appropriate magnetic field structures.

If we are able to generate hi~her magnetic fields with new permanent magnet

materials, this will improve some of the systems requirements outside of the

wiggler system. These result primarily from the amount of laser power that

must be handled by the mirrors that make up the optical resonator. If the

beam of electrons must be kept very small in diameter to pass through a

magnetic field system of adequate strength, then the resulting photon beam

will be of a similar diameter, and therefore, as the power builds will

require either higher power optics or grazing incidence optics. If this

diameter constraint can be lessened by expanding the region of the permanent

magnets through the development of new magnetic materials with higher field

strengths then the problem becomes more tractable.

As one looks at the scientific issues surrounding free electron laser

development, again it becomes apparent that they challenge many different

scientific fields from accelerator design to materials development. I

already mentioned potential improvements in accelerator design, including

three-dimensional code development, which would have a major impact on any

accelerator-based system. In the FEL case important questions to be solved

surround the high-power optics required and the magnetic wiggler system

itself. In the optics arena surfaces and interfaces become an important

area of research. This field is one of great importance outside of the SDI

arena as well, so that there should be.significant synergistic interaction

between the development of high-power optics and other applications of

surface physics issues.

In the area of physics of the free electron laser there are significant

laser physics issues remaining in the understanding of how to scale this
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type of laser. In particular, there are significant collective and non-

linear phenomena that occur as these intense electron plllses pass through

the magnetic fields and interact with the laser light in the resonator. It

is necessary to be able to understand and control all of these so that the

resultant laser pulse is of the quality required for any particular

application.

Now, will the development of high-power free electron lasers have any

application outside the SDI arena? I believe that there will be significant

applications of free electron lasers in which the researctt that is required

for SDI will be extremely important. For example, in Los Alamos we are

studying the possibility of developing an intense, coherent source of XUV

light which would be utilized to study a variety of problems in physics,

chemistry, and material scienf:e and biology, that cannot be undertaken

today . For comparison, such a source would have a beam brightness of XUV

radiation that would be as much as six (6) orders of magnitude brighter than

the highest intensity source be+ng planned in the world today. The

application of such a source would be primarily for fundamental scientific

questions in the field mentioneJ above. Free electron lasers in general

will.hsve many applications in technology primarily because of their ease

of wavelength tunability. There is considerable interest in the application .

of free electron lasers to industrial processing and diagnostics, for

example, in the chemical industry. In addition, the medical industry is

very excited about the potential of free electron lasers, again because of

their wavelength tunability.

I would now like to turn to the question of what other aspects of the

SDI program can impact research not only at Los Alamos, but alao in the

country, in a very constructive manner. This discussion will be esscntlnllv
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independent of the weapon system under consideration. First, it is the

question of space-based systems. Although it is very likely that we will be

able to develop the capability to assemble and operate an accelerator in

space at some point in the future, another major issue surrounds our ability

to develop the necess~ry space infrastructure to support any in-place SD1

architecture. The main issue will be what resources will be required to

bring the necessary support to the space arena to keep such a system

reliable and operational, This immediately opens up the whole question of

long-term utilization of space, which is a question that has been disc’lssed

at length in this country, but I think has been restimulated by the SDI

program. One question will be how well our current space aircraft, namely,

the spece shuttle, will be capable of handling the demand in the future,

The spinoff of developing new ~;iys of lifting heavy ma~ses into ~pacc could

have major impacts on our ability to develop the use of space in a way not

possible today, For example, utilization of the tremendous wealth of

materials on the moon in future genei-ations could be enhanced by developi.nr,

the necessary lifting power required for SDT systems. This is an area which

perhaps seems far down the road, but in fact could have long-lasting effects

on our country and our civilization.

Another major impact could occur in the area of comrmtational scicncc.

This f’eld has been in a growth mode eve~ since its inception. However, th(’

demands of the SDI architecture are challenging but not overwhelm[n~ -- much

like the original demands of nuclear weapons design pushed the compute)

developers toward the super-computers that we Ilave in place today, [n the

area of controlling any of these weapon Rystems, we will have to h~vc cxpcr-t

or lnceiligcnt systc~ms that will allow deriRionR to be madr on a rapid tlmr-

scale and to feed back informntlon to the }\nrdwnre lt~clf, tl)crchy provlIllnK
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the reliability and diagnosis of problems in a quick, reliable manner. This

should have major spinoffs to applications in both the industrial and

medical communities. For example, it s-~ould impact control systems in

chemical plans, nuclear reactor plants or for hospital medical systems,

where reliability and the ability to handle large amounts of data on a rapid

time-scale are extremely important, SDI will drive the demand for more

powerful, smaller, lighter, rugged super-commters which can be dedicated,

in elfect, to each weapon system, but yet can be tied together in an

effective and reliable manner should have major impacts on how we do

computing today in both the scientific arena and industrial arena.

Now I would like to turn to a very fundamental issue that surrounds not

only the SDI program, but any major program of similar magnitude and

importance to this country, One can refer back to this nation’s commitment

to put a man on the moon by the end of the ’60s and criticize it for its

ineffective use of resources that could have been directed into other

problems of national importance, including poverty, national health, etc.

One only has to read the letters to the editor in any of today’s newapapera

to recognize that we have a similar situat{on surrounding the SDI that we

had twenty (20) years ap,o In the NASA arena, One question I think that

needR to be asked is; “Would thfs research be accomplished without the

SDI?” I Ihink the an~wer to this question i~ “yes.” Hut perhaps the next

question that needs to be aRkcd lRI “Wnuld It bc accomplished hy the Untted

States on a time scale con~{~tcnt with mainta{nln~ our economic poRttlon In

the world?” ‘l’heanRwer to thig qtlet+t{on{R, “not neccn~arlly,” We .lrcno

lonRer the firRt counl

twenty (20) yonrR ago

our Pconornfc compet 1P
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rapidly. How do we strengthen our economic competitiveness? There has been

lots of discussion on this issue. Some people favor investing lots of money

on various industrial problems. It is certainly one way, but I would

maintain that the primary thing that drives competitiveness in any a~ena is

the need. The old saying that, “Need is the mother of invention,” may bound

like a worn out cliche, but in fact, it is the drive for a particular goal,

however difficult it may seem at the beginning, that leads people to be

innovative and to accomplish things that we never thought were tmssible. It

is easy to criticize this point of view, but in fact, without it I think our

country is in serious danger of losing what made it the great place it is.

One only has to go back and look at the accomplishments of Alexander Graham

Bell or other pathfinders of the nineteenth century to recognize that what

they dreamed abott seemed outrageous to the people at that time, However,

if we are to become so cynical that we cannot look toward goals which seem

out of reach today, then they will be out of reach, Civilization wili move

on and without or without SDI we will make significant accomplishments.

However, it is my pinion that the Strategic Defense Initiative will push on

us to accomplish thinge at a speed ~hat mav be very important in the 21st

century for other rea~ona, Thio in a world that has a significant number of

resources, but they ure finite. Many of the problcma that await future

generations will depend a lnt on the accomplishments of our society during

this tim~, We munt IN w{lltng to he hold and to develop technology thnt

makeH this a safer world. For SD1 to have a lnRting impact on snclcty J

think it mllst be reco~nizcd hy PVQrVOnP that {ts goals are !undarnentally

very laudable, and that it 18 0 lnng-term program and that requlreR a

balance hot’wcn th~ exploratory re~carrh neceRRnry to actually achl~vo thr

parameters th{{t wmI14 m~k~ An SI)I Rynt~m tin cffecttvc deterrent for ntlrlr,lr
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war and the near-term milestones that allow people to see we are making

progress toward t$e ultimate goal. This has been a difficult aspect for our

society to handle. We work with annual budgets which require

rejustification every year. We don’t seem to have the foresight as a

country to look toward the future and strike out on o path and stick to it,

making whate~?er alterations are necessary along the way to get to our goal.

I believe that this is a fundamental flaw in our method of doing business

and it applies to other areas as well as SDI. One only has to look at how

well the Japane~e followed their own path starting around 1960 to focus on a

twenty (20) year program to achieve parity with the United States in certain

industrial areas. The result is that not only are they competitive in the

industries that they set out to be strong in, but the impetus led others in

their society to recognize the strength of their methods and to apply it to

other major fields, such as electronics I.ndcomputers, and in the near

future I believe medical technology,

The conclusion of my talk is that I believe there are many challenging

problems created by the SDI, in both a scientific and technological sense.

SDI has impacted research at Los Alamos In &lmoNt ●very field that we do

research, and it ie likely to do 110in the next five to ten yeers even {f

the SDI as a program were to be eliminated as a budget line item. The

problemo addressed by the SDI will not go away no eaaily, and 1 Lelieve that

the renearch that will come out of addrenelng the SDI objective will hnvc n

major impact on our society, much as those that came out of our program to

put a man on the moon did in the lq60’#.


